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Why are nature’s economic benefits hidden?

Scanned from Dornbusch et al (1999: 98)
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The Recipe for Sustainable Economic Success?

Sustainable wellbeing

Natural capital

Built capital Social capital
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What are nature’s economic benefits?

Ecosystem Service Values (ESV) reveal the economic value of nature’s price-less benefits

ecosystem

services

ecosystem

goods
$ # ### / yr

$ # ### / yr

$ # ### / yr

$ ## ### / yr

$ 0 / yr

$ 0 / yr

$ 0 / yr

$ 0 / yr

$ 0 / yr

Value to GDP

Fuel

Building materials

Food

(Plus others)

Continental wildlife benefits

Global gas & climate regulation

Regional aesthetic/recreational

Local water quality regulation

Local disturbance prevention

$ ## ### / yr

$ # ### / yr

$ # ### / yr

$ # ### / yr

$ # ### / yr

$ # ### / yr

ESV: 

Ecosystem 

Service Value
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How can we reveal the value of “price-less” benefits?

Depending on the type of benefit from nature:

 Replacement cost: the price of a 
manufactured substitute, if one exists; or

 Travel cost: measures the benefit as the 
expense necessary to experience it; or

 Hedonic valuation: statistical analysis of a 
complementary market-priced service; or

 Contingent valuation: survey of willingness 
to pay (or trade) if an opportunity existed

(or)

 Value transfer: re-assign results from 
another study performed under a similar 
socio-economic context

Valuation 

publications

All ISI science 

publications

(10 000s)

Scanned from Adamowicz (2004)
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How did MNR reveal them across Southern Ontario?

 318 point estimates from 88 studies, classified within 19 classes x 10 services

Natural Heritage

Hedgerows

Forest

Coniferous forest

Mixed forest

Deciduous forest

Plantations

(etc)

Socio-Econ-Ecol Class

Forest: hedgerow

Forest: urban

Forest: suburban

Forest: non-urban

Forest: adjacent to stream

(etc)

Spatial Context

Population

Buildings

Water

EcoServices

Service 1

Service 2

Service 3

Service 4

Service 5

Service 6

Service 7

Service 8

Service 9

Service 10

Values from Literature

Study1=MIN,MAX or Point $/Ha

Study2=MIN,MAX or Point $/Ha

Study3=MIN,MAX or Point $/Ha

Study4=MIN,MAX or Point $/Ha

(etc)

____

MIN $/Ha

MAX $/Ha

Estimates

AVG $/Ha

AVG $/Ha

AVG $/Ha

AVG $/Ha

(etc)

____

AVG $/Ha
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What information was revealed? (Average ESV $ / Ha / Yr)
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What does it look like across the landscape?
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What can we do with information?

Protected area:

ESV communicates economic relevance

Area for rehabilitation:

ESV builds benefits side of business case

Developable area:

ESV reveals hidden costs of development 

to be minimized and / or mitigated

$150 ESV / yr        $ 300 GDP / yrvs
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Develop markets for ecosystem service offsets?

3 Forest Conservation credits

Price: $12,000.00 (Negotiable)

Expression of interest

Partial sale available

Description:

Our farm has 0.36 acres of riparian area available 

for afforestation. We are located in the Little Elk 

Creek watershed in Cecil County, Maryland. We 

are interested in offsite mitigation or establishing a 

forest mitigation bank. Our farm also has multiple 

acres of existing forest that has potential to satisfy 

mitigation needs.
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What are others doing with this information?

“If we are going to address the alarming loss of habitat and the 

degradation of ecosystems in the world, we have to properly 

value natural capital. That means putting the tools in the 

hands of finance ministers so that they have a full 

economic picture of what their countries' assets are worth.”“

(World Bank Communiqué, November 2010)

MAH’s and Planners Institute 

highlighting the use of wetlands to 

treat wastewater at lower cost to 

ratepayers (e.g. Cobalt, ON)

Transportation Planners in MN 

revealing that “living snow fences” next 

to roads provide $17 in hidden benefits 

for each $1 invested

“…it provides a basis for 

embedding reliance on 

ecosystem services into 

[our] business strategy.”

Environmental Profit & Loss Account
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The future of ecosystem services valuation?

 New tools to model benefits flowing across space and time

 Guidelines for the appropriate use of this information

 Markets to unite providers and demanders for ecosystem restoration and offsets

 ESV is likely to complement GDP

“It must be understood that statistics of this character are suggestive and indicative 

rather than strictly accurate; the concept is distinctly intangible and there are 

numerous elements of uncertainty in a calculation of this nature.” 

(Robert Hamilton Coats, 1929 as cited in McDowell 2008)
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For additional reading and inspiration:

 The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB)

 Willamette Partnership: Counting the Environment

http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/en/Business/LUEPS/2ColumnSubPage/279467.html

